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With the wide application of network technology, the Internet of)ings (IoT) systems are facing the increasingly serious situation
of network threats; the network threat situation assessment becomes an important approach to solve these problems. Aiming at
the traditional methods based on data category tag that has high modeling cost and low efficiency in the network threat situation
assessment, this paper proposes a network threat situation assessment model based on unsupervised learning for IoT. Firstly, we
combine the encoder of variational autoencoder (VAE) and the discriminator of generative adversarial networks (GAN) to form
the V-G network. )en, we obtain the reconstruction error of each layer network by training the network collection layer of the
V-G network with normal network traffic. Besides, we conduct the reconstruction error learning by the 3-layer variational
autoencoder of the output layer and calculate the abnormal threshold of the training. Moreover, we carry out the group threat
testing with the test dataset containing abnormal network traffic and calculate the threat probability of each test group. Finally, we
obtain the threat situation value (TSV) according to the threat probability and the threat impact.)e simulation results show that,
compared with the other methods, this proposed method can evaluate the overall situation of network security threat more
intuitively and has a stronger characterization ability for network threats.

1. Introduction

In recent years, the application of various emerging network
technologies such as big data, blockchain, artificial intelli-
gence, and other technologies in the field of Internet of
)ings (IoT) has brought about more andmore convenience
to people in many fields. At the same time, because of the
connection with the Internet, the IoT devices are also vul-
nerable to more network threats [1], which will result in
malicious attacks on physical devices. Reference [2] indi-
cated that cyberphysical systems (CPSs) are vulnerable to
traditional network threats, so the entire IoT system and the
security and privacy of users are facing a huge threat. IoT
devices and applications play an increasingly important role
in critical infrastructure and everyday life; recent security
incidents show that any successful attack will seriously

hinder economic development and even endanger the safety
of human life.

Because the IoT devices and applications are connected
to the Internet, they are vulnerable to a variety of network
attacks, which leads to important information leakage and
even allows attackers to obtain permission to operate these
devices. )e authors of [3, 4] applied encryption algorithm
in oblivious RAM to ensure the information security of
storage devices. )e IoT devices that are attacked by the
network may have the management rights of the database
stolen. To ensure the privacy and security of the database, the
authors of [5, 6] proposed encryption algorithms to prevent
the leakage of important information. However, in the face
of a large number of complex network attacks, it is necessary
to ensure network information security from a more
comprehensive perspective.
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To strengthen the construction of the network security
defense system and deal with the emerging new threat at-
tacks in the IoT network environment effectively, the stable
and efficient network threat situation assessment (NTSA)
method has become an important research topic. )e NTSA
evaluates the whole degree of security threats suffered by the
IoT network system to analyze the situation of network
attack and master the overall security situation of the net-
work. NTSA can evaluate the current network security
situation for IoT from a more comprehensive perspective
and provide reliable information for network managers to
make decision analysis and to minimize the loss that is
caused by network threats [7]. However, in the past several
years, the network has faced a large number of multisource
threat attacks, which poses a huge threat to individuals and
enterprises. )e traditional network threat situation as-
sessment method has the shortcomings of high modeling
cost, low efficiency, and long cycle, which cannot make real-
time and effective network security situation assessment.

To evaluate the network threat situation effectively in a
multisource data environment of IoT, this paper proposes an
unsupervised learning-based network threat situation as-
sessment model for IoT. )e contributions of this paper are
as follows:

(1) To reduce the damage of network threats to IoT
applications and devices, an unsupervised learning-
based network threat situation assessment model
was proposed. )is model can reflect the current
network situation of IoT effectively and provide
decision support to network managers.

(2) )is paper selects multisource heterogeneous net-
work threat data to simulate the threats that IoT will
be confronted with and calculate the threat situation
value for the network threat situation assessment of
IoT.

(3) )e simulation results show that, compared to tra-
ditional models, this proposed method can evaluate
the overall situation of network threats more intu-
itively and effectively for IoT.

1.1. Organization. )e remainder of this paper is organized
as follows. In Section 2, we present related works. Section 3
describes our proposed unsupervised network in detail. In
Section 4, we propose our network threat situation assess-
ment framework and the quantitative assessment process of
the network threat situation in detail. Section 5 reports the
experiments and the comparisons with other methods and,
in the end, the conclusion is placed in Section 6.

2. Related Works

Assessment methods based on the mathematical model as
applied to one of the earliest methods in network threat
situation assessment and on account of its features such as
being simple and easy to implement are widely used. Yang
et al. [8] proposed a cloud computing risk assessment model
that used the Markov chain (MC) model to describe the

random risk environment and measured the risk value
through information entropy (IE). Wang et al. [9] combined
the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) with the hierarchical
model of situational assessment and integrated the fuzzy
results of multisource equipment with D-S evidence theory
to solve the problem of single information source and large
deviation of accuracy. Because the evaluation method based
on the mathematical model is greatly influenced by sub-
jective factors and there is no objective and unified standard
definition variable, it is usually unable to achieve relatively
perfect evaluation results.

Assessment methods based on probability and knowl-
edge reasoning usually take advantage of the statistical
characteristics of prior knowledge and combine with expert
knowledge and experience database to build a model and
then evaluate the threat situation by adopting logical rea-
soning. Sallam [10] identified potential network threats
through fuzzy logic technology based on fuzzy reasoning
(FR) engine and evaluated network security risks according
to the attacker’s overall capability, the overall probability of
attack success, and the impact of the attack on three subfuzzy
reasoning systems. Wen et al. [11] conducted a quantitative
assessment of network security situation by fusing infor-
mation sources with graded Naive Bayes classifier. )ese
methods fuse various security assessment indicators in
combination with the characteristics of mathematical sta-
tistics. However, the limitations of these methods are that
they cannot give timely feedback and cannot meet the needs
of task processing which result in a decrease in evaluation
efficiency.

Deep-learning-based evaluation methods have been
widely used in recent years because of their high efficiency
and easy implementation. Feng et al. [12] extracted internal
and external information features from the original time
series network data and then trained and verified the
extracted features in the recursive neural network (RNN)
model, which has high predictive accuracy and robustness.
He et al. [13] combined the wavelet neural network (WNN)
with the maximum overlap discrete wavelet transform
(MODWT) and proposed the network security situation
prediction model through the data-driven method. Never-
theless, in the face of massive network security data, due to
the lack of sufficient prior knowledge and established criteria
of data category annotation, the task of manual category
annotation is large and the cost is high, so the supervised
data modeling method based on data label is gradually
unable to apply to specific network scenarios.

Unsupervised learning (UL) provides an idea to solve the
shortcomings of the above methods. Its main feature is that
there is no need to label data categories manually but to
conduct feature learning and modeling on the preprocessed
data directly.

To evaluate the network threat situation of IoTeffectively
in a multisource data environment, this paper proposes a
network threat situation assessment model based on un-
supervised learning for IoT. It applies variant autoencoder
and generative adversarial networks (V-G) model for cluster
analysis of the training set; then the error threshold is
calculated by the 3-layer variation automatic encoder. )en
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it uses the abnormal traffic datasets to conduct threat tests
and quantify the network situation assessment according to
the calculated results of the threat situation value. )e ex-
perimental results show that the method presented in this
paper has a good evaluation effect on network threats and
has a strong characterization ability in the face of network
threats. Furthermore, it can evaluate the network threat
situation effectively without relying on data labels.

3. Unsupervised Generation Network Model

3.1. Variational Autoencoder (VAE) and Generative Adver-
sarial Network (GAN). Autoencoder (AE) and variational
autoencoder (VAE) [14] are both composed of encoder and
decoder; the biggest difference between them is that VAE
adds the “noise constraint” that compels the encoder to
produce a collection of latent variables (LV) that are subject
to the unit Gaussian distribution. )e network structures of
AE and VAE are demonstrated in Figures 1 and 2.

Comparing Figures 1 and 2, VAE compels every sample
Xk in the original sample X� {X1, X2, X3, ..., Xn} to follow the
normal distribution N (μ, σ2), which means fitting the av-
erage µ and the variance σ2 of any sample Xk by the internal
neural network, and then obtains a set of potential variables
Z� {Z1, Z2, Z3, ..., Zn}, in which the element Zk is subject to
the multivariate standard normal distributionN (0, I). In the
decoding process, Z generates the sample set Y� {Y1, Y2, Y3,
..., Yn} through the decoder; then the similarity between the
generated sample set Y and the original sample set X is
statistically computed by the distance function. )e re-
construction error loss of the overall data element can be
obtained by calculation.

Generative adversarial network (GAN) [15] is one of the
most promising deep generation network models in the field
of unsupervised learning, which consists of a generator and a
discriminator. )e network structure of GAN is shown in
Figure 3.

As shown in Figure 3, the generator first learns the
probability distribution characteristics of a collection of
random noises obtained by direct sampling through a prior
distribution. )en it tries to generate the data sample Y�

{Y1, Y2, Y3, ..., Yn} which is the same as the original sample
X� {X1, X2, X3, ..., Xn} to “trick” the discriminator that is
responsible for determining the similarity between the
generated sample Y and the original sample X. )e output of
the discriminator is a scalar in the range of [0, 1] for each
similarity test. )e closer the scalar gets to 0, the less likely
the generated sample Yk will be judged as real data. )e
closer the scalar gets to 1, the more likely the generated
sample Yk will be judged as real data.

Generator and discriminator compose a dynamic game
process, and the generator is gradually acquiring the dis-
tribution features of the data after the repeated game; when
the discriminator’s output reaches the NASH equilibrium
(NASH� 0.5), it can generate sample Y that has a high
degree of similarity to the original sample X through a
random noise Z. )e training will finish when the dis-
criminant is unable to distinguish between real data and
generated data.

3.2. V-G Network. )e design of the V-G network is based
on the following analysis:

(1) VAE can learn in the process of encoding data prior
distribution and generate samples with good di-
versity performance while measuring the similarity
between generated samples and original samples, can
only use the mean square error (MSE) functions to
roughly calculate the similarity errors between data
elements, and is unable to adopt a more reasonable
strategy of the similarity measure, which reduces the
accuracy of matching samples.

(2) GAN has a high discriminant standard for gener-
ating samples and original samples when it judges
the similarity of samples through discriminator.
However, it is difficult for the fitting of real sample
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Figure 1: AE’s network structure.
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distribution to converge to a better result because the
generator does not add any condition constraint,
which causes a huge solution space when generating
samples. Besides, as GAN is prone to input multiple
random noise samples corresponding to the same
type of sample generation in the process of sample
generation, it is easy to reduce the diversity of
generated samples and fall into model collapse (MC).

To complement each other’s advantages, VAE’s encoder
and GAN’s discriminator are combined to form a V-G
network. Besides, when measuring the similarity, the orig-
inal measurement of element error carried out by VAE is
transformed into characteristic error measurement per-
formed by GAN discriminator. For this, the V-G network
can capture the data distribution characteristics easier.
)erefore, using V-G for the training model not only can
ensure that the diversity of sample generation is not re-
stricted and improve its ability of mapping to original
samples but also makes the discriminant result of similarity
more precise. )e V-G network structure is shown in
Figure 4.

)e V-G network in this paper is mainly used for net-
work threat testing, and its application objects are mainly
multisource heterogeneous network traffic data generated by
the host, network, and server terminals. Due to the unique
structural advantages of the V-G network, it can effectively
extract data feature information during model training, so it
can improve the accuracy of clustering and ensure higher
accuracy of threat testing.

4. Network Security Threat Situation
Assessment for IoTBasedon theV-GNetwork

IoT applications and devices are vulnerable to various
network threats because of the connection to the Internet. At
present, common types of network threats include website
information leakage, web attack threat, DDoS attack vul-
nerability, host commonly used service vulnerability, and
system configuration security. )rough the threat analysis of
host and network traffic data, this paper aims to discover
network threats and network vulnerabilities in time and
carry out real-time network security situation threat
assessment.

)e network security threat situation assessment
framework for IoT established in this paper is presented in
Figure 5.

)e architecture includes five parts: assessment data set
construction, data preprocessing, multisource data feature
selection, network threat testing, and network threat situ-
ation assessment.

)e steps of network threat quantitative assessment are
as follows:

Step 1. Data acquisition: obtain the multisource net-
work security traffic dataset as the evaluation data
source.
Step 2. Data preprocessing: the original data is pro-
cessed by the numerical method and feature specifi-
cation to meet the requirements of model training and
improve the utilization of the data.
Step 3. Feature selection: the characteristics of multi-
source network security traffic data are selected to
reduce data redundancy.
Step 4. )reat testing: the unsupervised threat test
model is used to test the threat and obtain the threat
probability.
Step 5. Network threat situation assessment: obtain the
threat severity and the threat impact according to the
threat probability calculated in Step 4; then calculate
the threat situation value and evaluate the overall sit-
uation of the network.
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4.1. Data Acquisition. IoT networks are susceptible to de-
nial-of-service (DDoS) type of network attacks [16, 17]; in
reality, however, IoT networks are facing various network
attacks. To evaluate the network threat situation compre-
hensively, this paper selects four different types of network
threat traffic datasets in the field of network security as the
evaluation data sources; they are, respective, CSIC 2010
HTTP dataset based on web attack, ADFA-LD dataset based
on Linux host exception, UNSW-NB15 dataset based on
DDoS anonymous traffic attack, and ISOTdataset composed
of mixed botnet traffic. Basic information on the four
datasets is displayed in Table 1.

TP CSIC 2010 HTTP dataset is a set of normal and
abnormal network attack traffic data automatically gener-
ated based on Web applications. It contains 36,000 normal
requests and more than 25,000 exception requests. )ere are
mainly three types of exception requests, which are divided
into 16 attack categories.

ADFA-LD dataset is a network traffic dataset based on
Linux host-level intrusion detection system, containing 5925
pieces of traffic data which are mainly divided into six attack
categories: Hydra-FTP, Hydra-SSH, Adduser, Java-
Meterpreter, Meterpreter, and Webshell.

ISOT dataset is composed of various botnet traffic and
normal network data traffic which include 134916 pieces of
traffic data divided into 19 characteristic categories: Byte-
sAB, BytesBA, NpacketsAB, NpacketsBA, Duration, and so
on.

UNSW-NB15 dataset is mainly composed of DDoS at-
tacks in about an hour of anonymous traffic trace data; it
contains 257673 traffic data, mainly divided into 9 types of
attacks: Fuzzers, Analysis, Backdoors, DoS, Exploits, Ge-
neric, Reconnaissance, Shellcode, and Worms.

Part of the network threat situation indicators contained
in the four datasets is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 lists some threat situation indicators for V-G
network testing. Besides, other types of threat indicators are
not present in this paper, but they also are used for effective
testing through the V-G network. )e premise is to obtain
data traffic sets that contain these threatened attacks because
the model needs a lot of network traffic data as baseline data
for model training.

4.2. Data Preprocessing. Data preprocessing mainly includes
two operations: numerical processing of character feature
and feature normalization. It is necessary to carry out nu-
merical processing for the symbolic data in the evaluation
data source and convert all symbolic features into ordered
numerical features since the training of the V-G network set
requires digital feature vector as input. At the same time, to
eliminate the dimension and facilitate the operations, all the
numerical characteristics after the numerical treatment are
normalized in the same interval.

4.2.1. Numerical Processing of Character Feature.
)rough the way of one-hot encoding, the 14 HTTP request
feature classes of the CSIC 2010 HTTP dataset are trans-
formed into numerical vectors. Specifically, transform 8
kinds of feature data, protocal, userAgent, accept, accept-
Encoding, pragma, cacheControl, acceptCharset, and
acceptLanguage, into numerical vectors of size between 0
and 1. Convert the 3 types of HTTP request data (GET,
POST, and PUT) into binary eigenvectors (1, 0, 1), (1, 0, 0),
and (1, 1, 0), respectively; moreover, the three types of URL
extensions (JSP, GIF, and PNG) of the web application are
converted into binary eigenvectors (1, 1, 1), (0, 1, 1), and (0,
1, 0), respectively; similarly, the 42-dimensional features of
the UNSW-NB15 dataset are eventually converted into 196-
dimensional binary numeric vectors after numeric
processing.

4.2.2. Feature Normalization. )ere is a significant differ-
ence between the minimum and maximum values of some
features while evaluating the data source. To suppress the
negative impact of these outliers on the model training, the
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Figure 5: Network threat situation assessment framework.

Table 1: Basic information on four types of datasets.

Dataset Data size Category Data type
HTTP CSIC 2010 61000 16 Web application
ADFA-LD 5925 6 Linux host exception
ISOT 134916 19 Hybrid botnet
UNSW-NB15 257673 10 DDoS anonymous attack
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Max-Min scaling method is used to unify the feature values
in the interval of [0, 1] and the formula is given as

x
∗

�
x − xmin

xmax − xmin
, (1)

where x∗ represents the normalized value of a certain class
of features, x represents the initial eigenvalue, xmin is the
minimum eigenvalue, and xmax is the maximum eigenvalue.

4.3. Multisource Dataset Feature Selection. To avoid the
existing mass of redundant data of evaluating data source
which may increase the overfitting risk of the V-G network
in the training model and reduce the generalization ability of
the model, this paper selects features of the evaluated data
source which filter the unrelated features of the data source
to ensure the high availability and the redundancy of data,
improving the data clustering accuracy of all kinds of fea-
tures in the V-G network and reducing the time complexity
of model training.

In general, the feature selection process does not need to
consider the structural characteristics of the data itself, but
the flow data in the dataset used in this paper has the
characteristics of clustering structure, so the three following
factors should be considered before feature selection:

(1) V-G model training is a multifeature clustering
process

(2) )e data selected by features can keep the clustering
structure characteristics of the flow data to the
greatest extent

(3) )e data selected by features can cover all possible
clustering situations in a single dataset

From the above, the multicluster feature selection
(MCFS) algorithm is selected for feature selection in this
paper. MCFS is an unsupervised feature selection algorithm
that does not rely on the data label information in the
dataset. )e feature selection process is divided into the five
following steps.

Step 1. Constructing a k-nearest-neighbor graph. For
each data point xi corresponding to the graph with N
vertices, a k-nearest-neighbor graph is constructed by
searching for the k-nearest-neighbor points of xi to
obtain the local geometric structure features of the data
distribution and the adjacency weight matrixW. In this
paper, the Heat Kernel Weighting method is applied to
calculate the adjacency weight matrix W among data
points and the formula is as follows:

Wij � e
− xi− xj



2
/σ 

, (2)

where xi and xj represent any two data points in the k-
nearest-neighbor graph and σ is a fixed parameter.
Step 2. Spectral clustering embedded analysis. Define a
diagonal matrix D whose diagonal elements are Dij �

j�1Wij and obtain the planar embedding structure of
the data stream by calculating the generalized eigen-
value of Laplace matrix L:

LHk � λDhk, (3)

where L�D− W and H� {h1, h2, ..., hk} is the set of
eigenvectors corresponding to the minimum general-
ized eigenvalues obtained through equation (3). Each
column of H represents the planar embedding of any
data point xi and k represents the inner dimension of
the data whose size is usually the number of clusters of
the dataset.
Step 3. Sparse coefficient learning. After obtaining the
planar embedding H of data points, to evaluate the
importance of each feature in its corresponding data
dimension (each column of H) and measure the ability
of each feature to distinguish data clustering, MCFS
takes the embedded hk given by any column in H as a
regression target and the objective function is repre-
sented by the following formula:

min
ak

hk − Q
T
ak

����
����
2

+ β ak


min

ak

hk − Q
T

ak

����
����, (4)
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where ak is an m-dimensional vector and Q is a matrix
of N×M. For minimizing the objective function, define
the L1-norm of ak as

ak


 � 

M

j�1
ak,j



, (5)

where ak includes the sparse coefficients used to ap-
proximate the different features of hk. According to the
penalty of L1-norm, the sparse coefficient of ak will
gradually shrink to zero when β is large enough. At this
point, a subset of features that are most relevant to hk
will be selected.
Step 4. Calculate the MCFS score. Calculate k sparse
coefficient vectors {a1, a2, ..., ak} ∈RM based on Step 3
for a dataset that contains k clusters, where each
nonzero element ak corresponds to d features. To select
d effective features from k sparse coefficient vector, the
MCFS score of each feature j is defined as

MCFS(j) � max
k

ak,j



, (6)

where ak ,j is the jth element of vector ak.
Step 5. Feature selection. According to Step 4, calculate
the MCFS scores of each class of features in the dataset
and sort the MCFS scores of all features in a descending
order and the first d important features will be selected.

4.4.AreatTesting. To detect the new attack threats that may
appear in the network environment in real time, this paper
applies a V-G network to perform network threat testing.
)e network threat situation test model built in this paper is
shown in Figure 7.

)e process of threat testing is mainly divided into four
processing stages: network collection layer training, network
parameters optimization, output layer reconstruction error
training, and threat testing.

For the convenience of expression and analysis, let l
represent a single V-G network layer, and let L1 and L2
represent the network collection layer and network output
layer, respectively. L1 is made out ofml and L1 � {l1, l2, ..., lm}.
L2 is a 3-layer variational autoencoder network with k input
and output units. )e detailed steps of the network threat
testing process are designed as follows.

Step 1. Network collection layer training. Normal
network traffic data is input to L1 in batches for training
after data preprocessing and multisource data feature
selection. )e training ends when it reaches a Nash
equilibrium.
Step 2. Network parameters optimization. To overcome
the parameters’ tendency to fall into local optimization
which is caused by the parameter tuning process with
Gradient Descent (GD) method, Newton method
(NM), Gauss Newton (GN) method, and other algo-
rithms, this paper uses Levenberg-Marquardt (LM)

optimization algorithm instead of GD and GN algo-
rithm to carry out parameter tuning for the V-G
network.
In the process of optimizing network parameters, four
algorithms, GD, NM, GN, and LM, find the optimal
function matching of high-dimensional data by min-
imizing the error sum of squares, namely, minimizing
the objective function f (x):

f(x) � min
M

j�1


N

i�1
f
2
i,j(x). (7)

)e gradient change of the objective function is

f′ xj,k  � 

M

j�1


N

i�1
fi,j(x)

zfi,j(x)

zxj,k

. (8)

LM algorithm introduces the identity matrix I to avoid
the irreversible phenomenon that may occur when the
Jacobian matrix J (in GN algorithm) approximately
represents the Hessian matrix H (in NM algorithm)
and applies the damping factor μ to adjust the oper-
ation of the algorithm. LM algorithm combines GD
algorithm and GN algorithm to dynamically tune
parameters.
When optimizing the parameters, the optimization
method is determined according to the gradient de-
scent rate and the damping factor μ. If the gradient
descent rate of the function is too slow, the damping
factor μ increases. )e GD algorithm is used to find the
global optimal value:
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Figure 7: Network threat test based on the V-G network.
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x
∗
k+1 � xk − (H + μI)

− 1
f′ xk( . (9)

If the gradient descent rate of the function is too high,
the damping factor μ decreases. )e GN algorithm is
used to find the global optimal value:

x
∗
k+1 � xk − (V + μI)

− 1
J

T
f,

V � J
T
J.

(10)

Step 3. Output layer reconstruction error training. )e
input item of the output layer network L2 comes from
the 0-1 normalized reconstruction error value of the
training output of each corresponding subnetwork in
L1. )e reconstructed error value of the output of L1
and L2 is calculated by the Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE) function:

RMSE( x
→

, y
→

) �

������������

1
n



n

i�1
xi − yi( 

2




, (11)

where x
→ and y

→ represent the input sample vector and
the generated sample vector, respectively, and n is the
dimension of the input vector.
)e training error set e∗ output by L1 can be expressed
as e∗ � e1, e2, . . . , em . e∗ will be the input item of L2;
then calculate training anomaly threshold η through
the RMSE function when conducting error training.
Step 4. )reat testing. After the training of the V-G
network collection layer and the training of output
layer reconstruction error, the test dataset containing
abnormal network traffic data is used for threat testing.
Select m groups randomly in the same number of test
samples v and take them as the input data of L1.)e test
error output by L1 in each test can be expressed as
β� {β1, β2, . . ., βm}.

4.5. Network Areat Situation Quantitative Assessment. In
this study, the quantitative assessment results of network
threat situation are determined by two key factors that affect
network security: threat severity and threat impact.

4.5.1. Areat Severity. In this paper, the unsupervised net-
work model is used to analyze the characteristics of mul-
tisource network traffic data. After executing the threat tests,
the normalized test error value β obtained according to the
threat test results during each test is taken as the probability
of threat occurrence:

TPi � βi. (12)

)is paper refers to the “Overall Emergency Plans for
National Sudden Public Incidents” [18] and develops the
classification of network threat situations combined with the
attack classification of the Snort Chinese user manual. )e
threat severity is divided into five levels in this paper: safety,
low-risk, middle-risk, high-risk, and super-risk levels,

corresponding to the five probability intervals of threat
probability: 0.00∼0.20, 0.21∼0.40, 0.41∼0.60, 0.61∼0.80, and
0.81∼1.00, respectively.

4.5.2. Areat Impact. To classify the degree of impact on the
threat probability, the Common Vulnerability Scoring
System (CVSS) [19, 20] is used to develop a classification
table of threat impact (as shown in Table 2).

)e formula for calculating the threat impact (TI) is
defined as

TIi � log2
x12

c
+ x22

I
+ x32

A

3
 . (13)

C, I, and A represent the confidentiality, integrity, and
availability of three threat impact indicators, respectively,
and x1, x2, and x3 represent the weight of quantified value of
threat impact in three threat impact indicators, respectively.

)reat situation value (TSV, denoted as T) is determined
by the threat probability and the threat impact. )e cal-
culation formula is as follows:

T �
1
n



n

i�1
TPi × TIi( . (14)

5. Experiments and Results

)e training and testing process based on the V-G network is
carried out on the Ubuntu system, and the algorithm is
implemented by Python programming language. )e
hardware environment of the experiment includes the Intel
Core i7-7700 HQ processor, 8G RAM, and GTX 1050
graphics card, 16GB.

5.1. Network Areat Test Results Analysis

5.1.1. Network Training. To prove the validity of the model
in this paper, four networks, AE, VAE, GAN, and V-G, are,
respectively, used to form a network set for model training.
Four kinds of models use the same parameters for network
training and the training data is the same set of normal
network traffic data which ensures the comparability of the
results. Model training is carried out when the number of
layers of network collection is 5, 10, 15, 20, and 30.

)e training anomaly threshold η output from four types
of threat test models in the stage of model training under the
different network layers is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8 shows that, compared with the other three
models, the V-G network obtains the minimum training
error threshold η when the number of the network layers is
15, suggesting that refactoring capability for processing raw
data of the V-G model is superior to the other three models.

In the process of model training, four optimization al-
gorithms, GD, NM, GN, and LM, are used to optimize the
model parameters of the V-G network, and the convergence
of the optimization process of the four algorithms is shown
in Table 3.
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As can be seen from Table 3, compared with the other
three algorithms, though the LM algorithm has more iter-
ations and consumes more time, the Root Mean Square
Error value is the smallest, indicating that the algorithm
achieves a better convergence effect for the model which is
more helpful for improving the accuracy of threat testing.

5.1.2. Network Testing. We conduct 200 groups of threat
tests with random data of the same size, which is selected
from the same test dataset. Four models, AE, VAE, GAN,
and V-G, are used to carry out threat testing experiments,
respectively. )e normalized test error β obtained from the
10 groups of threat test experiments is shown in Figure 9.

As can be seen from Figure 9, compared with the other
three types of models, the V-G network has the largest test
error β when the number of network collection layers
reaches 15 with the same test samples which indicate that its
ability to detect network threats is more prominent.

5.2.NetworkAreat SituationQuantitativeAssessmentResults
Analysis. )e test error β of each group is normalized to the
interval of [0, 1] and is obtained through the process of
network threat testing. )e evaluation results of the threat
severity and the threat impact of 10 groups of network threat
situations are shown in Table 4.

Table 2: )reat impact classification.

)reat impact Probability interval
Impact indicators

Confidentiality (C) Integrity (I) Availability (A)
No-effect 0.00∼0.40 0 0 0
Low-effect 0.41∼0.80 0.22 0.22 0.22
High-effect 0.81∼1.00 0.56 0.56 0.56
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Figure 8: Four kinds of models training error threshold η.

Table 3: )e convergence of different optimization algorithms.

Optimization algorithms Iterations Time (s) RMSE
GD 220 350 0.35
NM 210 370 0.37
GN 200 320 0.32
LM 240 340 0.08
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Figure 9: )reat test results of four kinds of models.
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To increase the objectivity and authenticity of the
evaluation results, the threat situation value was calculated,
respectively, by Back Propagation (BP) [21] and Radial Basis
Function (RBF) [22] methods and compared with the cal-
culated results of the V-G network.)e calculation results of
the threat situation values of three types of methods in a
certain period are displayed in Figure 10.

As can be seen from Figure 10, at 9 minutes, 22 minutes,
and 47minutes, the threat situation value shows a large range of
changes, which indicates that the threat severity of the network
is high at thesemoments and the networkmight be subjected to
various types of attacks. It is found that, compared with the BP
network and the RBF network in the three moments when the
network is threatened, the method in this paper has a stronger
capability of representing the features of network threats.

Besides, the curve of the V-G network is smoother than
the other two networks, which indicates that the threat
situation value calculated by the V-G network is more stable.

6. Conclusions

To overcome the limitations that traditional method of
network threat situation assessment based on supervised

learning needs to rely on data modeling label, this paper
proposes a network threat situation assessment model based
on unsupervised learning for IoT. )is paper selects the
multisource and heterogeneous datasets to simulate various
network threats to IoT and calculates the threat situation
value through quantifying the impact factors of network
threat situation and then accomplishes the real-time situ-
ation of network threat assessment. )e simulation exper-
imental results show that the proposed method can evaluate
the overall situation of network threats more intuitively and
has a stronger characterization ability for network threats
which can analyze the network security situation of IoTmore
precisely and take effective measures to reduce the risk of
network threats. In the future, we will apply more network
threat data that IoTwill be confronted with on our proposed
model, which will verify the general applicability of our
proposed method.
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